
news The official news platform of the global, 

cross-sector conference on the technology supported  

learning and training

The OEB News Portal is a hub for sharing ideas and best practices in the field 
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for education all over 
the world. The OEB News Portal platform is designed to enhance knowledge, 
expertise and skills while also serving as a catalyst for the vibrant, multinational 
community of practice in this field.

The portal is structured around the annual OEB conference, (formerly ONLINE 
EDUCA BERLIN), the global cross-sector conference on technology supported 
learning and training.  

Our Audience – Who will you reach with your advertisement on the  
OEB News Portal?

• Deans, directors, researchers, professors and teachers 

• Chief Learning Officers (CLO), CEOs 

• e-Learning content developers and instructional designers 

• HR directors/managers and IT professionals 

• Leaders of professional associations and continuing education centres 

• Learning & technology, knowledge management, information system and 
distance learning officers 

• Representatives of International Government Organisations

12,100
Facebook likes

1,775
LinkedIn group 

members

71,000
newsletter subscribers

21,300
unique users per year

4,050 
Twitter followers 

___
Website Advertising Rates and Packages

online-educa.com/OEB_Newsportal
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___
Advertising Options – Where can you see your advertisement?

Right side advert

Two months: € 990,-

Right side advert

Two months: € 690,-

With its unique cross-sector focus, the annual OEB conference (Nov 30 – Dec 2, 2016) fosters exchange between high-level 
decision makers, experts, practitioners and newcomers from all over the world. Find out more at www.online-educa.com
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Diana Knodel is the founder of App Camps, a non-profit
organisation that aims to bring coding and digital skills to the
classroom. Teachers across the world use App Camps’
teaching content and thousands of young people have
participated in its courses on app development, HTML and
CSS.
 
At OEB 2016, Knodel will run a Tech Lab on coding skil ls
and app-creation that will introduce you to the basics of app

development helping to engage and motivate your students. From designing to programming
and testing, you will learn the basic principles to create an app LAB for Android devices, and
discover practical resources which can be used to offer coding workshops.
 
Meanwhile, we caught up with Knodel to find out more about her plans to teach coding to the
world!
 
Why is it so important for students to learn how to create apps?
 
As technology changes the way our world operates, code and data will have more influence
on us. Therefore, it is important to have a basic understanding of coding. Creating apps is a
great way to motivate students to code!
 
What would you say to a teacher who’s terrified of rudimentary JavaScript?
 
I would say, “relax…there are great resources out there to teach this to yourself and your
students.”
 
What are some stereotypes about coders that deserve to die?
 
Coding is only for nerds, coding isn’t creative, that you’re born a coder and either you have this
superpower, or not — as if there’s no chance you can learn it.
 
Where do you see mobile learning in five years — do you think it will be as big of
a deal as it is today or do you see it becoming eclipsed by another technology?
 
Mobile learning will still play an important role — hopefully also in schools. As of today, there
is plenty of room for improvement when it comes to mobile learning in schools. But there will
also be new technologies available, maybe some of which we are not aware of today. Things
are developing so quickly in the tech sector.
 
How do you motivate students to become tech-savvy, not tech-dependent?
 
We want students to understand technology and how things work. Instead of teaching
students how to use products, we teach them how to build and create own products.
 
When do you think robots will take over the world?
 
Well, I don’t think they will take over the world, but robots will definitely take over many jobs.
Not only in the low qualified sector but also in the sectors where you need a lot of expertise.
Therefore, it is even more important to teach students how to code, because it is a skill that is
and will be needed in almost any discipline in the future.
 
iPhone or Android?
 
iPhone smartphone, Android tablet.
 
Favorite app?
 
Slack.
 

Coding Programming
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Social Media Bonus f12100
likes

in
 1775
members4050

followers

To further promote your brand and its story, all advertisers’ websites will be 
shared with the OEB social media audience.

Phone us or send us an email to discuss your package 
options:

marketing@online-educa.com

+49 (0)30 310 18 18 0

Interested in advertising on 
the OEB News Portal?

Exhibiting at OEB
For more opportunities to raise your company’s profile and build brand 
awareness amongst the OEB audience, ask our sales team about exhibiting at 
the conference and the benefits included in our sponsorship packages. OEB 
takes place on Nov 30 – Dec 2, 2016.

Please note that all prices quoted exclude VAT, and availability of advertising spots may change depending upon time of year and demand.


